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ON THE STRUCTURE OF BRIESKORN LATTICE

by Morihiko SAITO

Introduction.

Let / : C714"1,0 —^ C, 0 be a holomorphic function with an isolated
singularity (n >, 1), and / : X —»• S a good represent of /, called the
Milnor fibration of /, i.e. X is the intersection of a sufficiently small ball
in C71'1"1 with the pull-back by / of a much smaller disc S in C. Then the

filtered Gauss-Mania system / {Oxi F) is defined to be the filtered direct
J f

image, cf. §2, and we have the natural isomorphism

(*) F,nM=^/df^d^-^

where M : = ( / Ox} (the stalk at 0) and F on M is induced by

the filtration F on Ox' The right hand side of (*) was first studied
J f

by Brieskorn [B] and we call it the Brieskorn lattice of M, and denote
it by Mo. In fact, he defined the regular singular connection (called the
Gauss-Manin connection) on Mo, which calculates the Milnor monodromy.
We can easily verify that the connection V is compatible with the action

of 9f on M as left Z>s,o-module, where t is the coordinate of S'. More
precisely, the inverse of the action of Va/^resp.c^) is well-defined as
a C-endomorphism of Mo(resp.M) and they coincide on F-nM by the

isomorphism (*)

Key-words : Gauss-Manin system - Microlocalization - Mixed Hodge structure
- Vanishing cycle - 6-function.

A.M.S. Classification: 32C40.
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After Brieskorn, many people have studied the structure of this lattice

with the connection, by looking for a basis of MQ over C{t} (or C{{^~1}},
cf. 1.8) such that the differential equation associated to the connection

and the basis becomes as simple as possible. In this paper, we change

the view point and try to understand the "shape" of this lattice as a

subspace of M. Here the key point is that we know completely the

structure of the regular holonomic P^o-^odules on which the action of Qt

is invertible (i.e. bijective), cf. §1. In particular, we have a basis {ui} of

M over C{{^~1 }}[<%] corresponding to a choice of a basis of the Milnor

cohomology which is compatible with the monodromy decomposition (i.e.

the decomposition by the eigenvalue of the monodromy). We assume

further that the basis of the Milnor cohomology is compatible with the

Hodge filtration, i.e. gives a splitting of the Hodge filtration. Then we can

find a basis {vi} of MQ over C{{9^1}} such that the base change matrix

between {ui} and {^} becomes as simple as possible, cf. 3.4. Up to now,

we used only the (^{{(^j^-module structure of MQ and M. To study

the action of t on Mo, we have to add some condition for the choice of

the basis of the Milnor cohomology, i.e. the above splitting of the Hodge

filtration is compatible with N the logarithm of the unipotent part of the
monodromy, divided by 2m. Then the main result of this paper is that
the corresponding basis {vi} behaves very well with respect to the action

of ^, i.e.

THEOREM. — TAere are two matrices AQ and Ai with complex

coefficient such that

(**) tv ==• AQV + A^Q^v

where v = \v\^..., v^,) with {vz} as above. Moreover AQ is nilpotent, A\

is semi-simple and the eigenvalues of A\ coincide with the exponents (or

the singularity spectra added by one), i.e. each Vi is an eigenvector ofAi
with eigenvalue 0.1 and {ai , . . . , a^} are the exponents off in the sense of

[S7].

Because the basis {vi} is not intrinsic, we can replace it by the

corresponding C-linear section v of the natural projection :

pr : Mo -^ MQ/Q^MQ ^ ̂ /df A n^o = •• "/

such that lmv = SC^. Then the above theorem means :
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THEOREM '. — To each splitting of the Hodge filtration satisfying

the conditions as above, there correspond a C-linear section v of pr and
C-linear endomorphisms AQ and A\ of ̂ tf such that

(* * *) tv = vAo + c^uAi.

Let f^ be the a-eigenspace of Oy with respect to the action of Ai,

and put V^y = e^a^- Then

PROPOSITION. — We have Ac^ny C V^^^lf and GryAo can

be identified with —N. In particular, Tu and Ts are identified with

exp(-27rzGrvAo) and exp (-27riAi) respectively, where T = TsTy, is the

Jordan decomposition of the monodromy. (But AQ and Ai do not commute

in general.)

Here note that AQ represents the multiplication of / on fl.f by

definition, cf. [V2]. In the proof of the proposition we use the section

v or the basis {z^} to construct the identification between fly and the

Milnor cohomology (hence it depends on the choice of the splitting of the
Hodge filtration on the Milnor cohomology).

Combining the main theorem with a result ofMalgrange [M3], we can

deduce the existence of the primitive form in the sense of K. Saito [Sk],

because its definition is purely microlocal. (We also show that there exists

a primitive form whose associated exponents are different from the usual

one.) But, to get a nontrivial result on the associated period mapping (e.g.

the determination of its image or the construction of the inverse mapping),

we need a completely new idea, because the period map behaves very wildly

around the points of the discriminant corresponding to non rational double

singularities and the support of the microlocal Gauss-Manin system is just

the conormal of the discriminant, cf. [Ph]. For a moment his theory works

well only in the case of rational double point and simple elliptic singularity

where the non-negativity of the degree of the C*-action on the base space

is essentially used, cf. also [Lo] etc.

As another application of the theorem, we get some information about

the fr-function b(s) of/. By [M2], (^l)"1^) is the minimal polynomial of

the action of —Qft on Mo/tMo, where MQ = V^c^t^Mo the saturation of

Mo. Let Ma be the subspace of M annihilated by a sufficiently high power
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of Qft - a. Then for each section v in Theorem' there exists subspaces G01

ofM0 and C-linear maps c^a : G01 -^ M0 f o r 0 < a < / ? < n + l such that

Caa is the natural inclusion and Im V^ c^a = ̂ (^), i.e. C(3a ' s correspond
/?

to the transformation matrix for the two bases {ui} and {^}. Then MQ

is compatible with the infinite direct sum decomposition M = ©At0, i.e.

MQ = ©Mo' with M^ = Afo n M0, and M^ is spanned by the images of

N^^CO-J^ for i >: Oj >: 0,a ^ /? - j, where TV == -(9^ - /?) on M^.

Note that (5 + l)"1^) is the product of the minimal polynomial of the

action of -<9^ on M^/9^M^~1.

In the case n = 1, the situation becomes simple and we get

(s+ir'b^)

n (5+1-a) ]̂  ( ^ + 2 - a )
Ker /nft^ft^ Ker /n^^O

n^+a)
aeA

red

dim Mo/Mo = ̂ dim (Q^/Ker / n n^)(> dim ny/Ker / = dim Im/),

if the decomposition fl,/ = (B^tJ is associated to v corresponding to a

splitting of the Hodge filtration orthogonal with respect to the duality of

mixed Hodge structures (cf. 2.8). Here [TT(5 + Q^^lred = Y[(
8 + ̂  i^

ai •^ aj(i / j) and mi > 1, and A is the set of rational numbers a such

that 0 < a < 1 and the monodromy is not semisimple on its exp(—27no;)-

eigenspace. This formula was inspired by a work of Cassou-Nogues [CN2].

In general c^a depends holomorphically on the parameter of a p,-
constant deformation, and we can determine the fr-function of the generic

/i-constant deformation of a quasi-homogeneous polynomial in the case

n = 1, cf. (4.2.6). In some special case, it was obtained by Cassou-Nogues

using another method [CN1]. I am also informed that (4.2.6) is known to

Briangon-Granger-Maisonobe, cf. [BGM].

The contents of this paper are as follows.

In §1 we review some elementary facts in the theory of regular

holonomic P-modules of one variable for non-specialists of D-modules

(cf. also [BM][Bo]). In §2 we review the theory of filtered (micro-local)

Gauss-Manin system (cf. also [SKK][K2][Ph], etc.). We also explain the
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relation between the micro-local duality and the "higher residue pairing"

of K. Saito (cf. also [0]). Some of the facts in §1 and §2 (e.g. 2.2-4)

were explained to Scherk-Steenbrink and used in [SS]. In §4 we introduce

the notion of (A)-and (B)-lattice and prove the formal part of the main

theorem, cf. 3.4-6. For the existence of the splitting of the Hodge nitration

we prove 3.7 and use [V1][S1][SS]. In §4 the relation with fr-function and
primitive form is explained.

This paper is the revised version of [S3] and the most part of the
results was obtained during my stay at Institut Fourier in 1982/83. I
would like to thank the staff of the institute for the hospitality, and

CNRS for financial support. I thank Professor Cassou-Nogues for useful
communications.

1. Regular holonomic P-modules of one variable.

1.1. Let S be an open disc with a coordinate t, and put S* =

5\{0}, D = T>s,o and 0 = Os ft. Then a P-module M is called regular
holonomic, if M is finite over T> and its localization M[^~1] by Ms a regular

singular meromorphic connection. Here the last condition is equivalent to
the existence of a saturated lattice L of M[^~1] (or M), where a lattice

and saturated mean respectively that L is a finite 0-submodule generating

M[t~1] (or M) over 0[t~1] (or P), and L is stable by t9t. Because any

regular holonomic P-module is uniquely extended to a T^-Module whose

restriction to 5* is finite free over Os*, M will be sometimes identified

with the extended Ds-Module. Then we can define the de Rham functor
(dual of the solution) by

(I.I.I) DR(M) = C{Qf : M -> M)[-l] e D^Cs),

where we use an old definition of DR so that DR(0) = Cs for example.

By definition the restriction of DR(M) to 5* is a local system and its

monodromy is called the monodromy of M. We denote by Mrh(P) the
category of regular holonomic ^-modules. Then

1.2. LEMMA. — The simple objects of Mrh(I>) are (up to isomor-
phism) :

(a)0 = V/VOt, (b)B = V/Vt, (c)M(a) = P/P(^ - a)(a € A7),
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where A7 = A\{1} and A is a subset of C sucA that the composition
A —> C —> C/Z is bijective and A 9 1. Moreover for simple objects M, JV
wehaveExi^M^N) = Cif(M,N) = (0,5),(B,0)or(M(a),M(a)) and
it is zero otherwise.

We can verify by induction on the length :

1.3. LEMMA. — The indecomposable objects ofMrh(P) are (up to
isomorphism) :

I. V/V(9tt)\ II. V/VW, III. P/2W)1-1^, IV. D/V^tY-1^

V. V/V(Qtt - a)\a € A') wAere i e N\{0}.

1.4. Remarks. — 1) By the above proof, any indecomposable object

has a unique increasing filtration G such that GrfM is simple and
Gi°M ^ 0 iff 0 <, i <, r — 1, where r is the length of M. Moreover
Gr°M = 0 for i even (resp. odd) and B for i odd (resp. even) if M is
type I, III (resp. II, IV), and GrfM = M(o) if M is type V. For the
existence of such a filtration we can also use :

Q
0 -> V/VP ——> V/VPQ ~> V/VQ -> 0.

2) The action of t is bijective, i.e. M is a meromorphic connection,
if M is type I, V, and 9t is bijective, i.e. M is isomorphic to its micro-
localization £ 0p M, if M is type II, V. Here £ is the germ of micro-
differential operators at (0,(ft), cf. [SKK][Ph].

3) Put K = DR(M), cf. (I.I.I), and L = K\s^ Then K =
Rj^L,j\L,j^L respectively if M is type I, II, III, and these three coincide
if M is type V.

4) Let / : X —> S be a Milnor fibration (resp. a projective morphism
such that X is smooth and / is smooth over 5*). Then the indecomposable

submodules of ( / Ox } are type II, V if j = 0 and n > 1 (resp. type
V/ /o

III, V and B in 1.2 (i.e. type IV with i = 1) for any j). The assertion in
the case of Milnor fibration follows from the contractibility of the singular
fiber, cf. [Ml][Ph], etc. The assertion for / projective is equivalent to
the local invariant cycle theorem (modulo the duality), because the latter

is equivalent to Gr^M = 0 for any indecomposable submodule M of
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(!'j Ox j whose support is S and monodromy is unipotent. In fact by
f ^ o

the exact sequence

f3-1 9t r j - l .j Q ^

/ Ox——> \ Ox - R^f.Cx - / Ox——— / Ox
-f J f Jf Jf

with the surjection of ^ on 5*, the local invariant cycle theorem is
equivalent to the surjectivity of

H°DR(M)o -> (HODR(M)t')T (the invariant part by the monodromy T)

for any M as above, and we have

H°DR(M)o = Ker (9, : M -> M)o = Ker (9t : M1 -^ M°), cf. 1.6,

(HODR(M)^T = Ker (^ : M1 ̂  M^cf. (1.6.1), where t1 € 5*.

This argument (with the above proof of 1.3) was used in the
first analytic proof of the decomposition theorem of Beilinson-Bernstein-

Deligne-Gabber for / projective and dim 5 = 1 as above, cf. [S2]. (Here
note that the intersection complexes are type III, V or B).

5) The above classification 1.3 was well-known to specialists more or

less independently, cf. for example, [BM][Bo]. We can also verify that it
is equivalent to the following :

1.5. LEMMA. — For M e Mrh(P) put M^ = U.Ker ((9ft - a)1 :
M —> M). Then we have the natural inclusions

(1-5.1) ©aM^M-^JJM0,

Ct

and M is generated by ©aM0 over 0 in ]J M01, i.e. M is the completion

a

ofe^M0 by some topology (compatible with that of 0)and we denote
M =@aMa.

1.6. Remarks. — 1) Put M(^) = S^-aeZ^ so that M =

®a€AM(^). Then M(^) is uniquely determined by (M01 ; Qft - a) if

a € A' and (M^M0 ; Q^t} if a = 1, because 9t : M° -^ M0-1

and t : M0"1 -> M0 are bijective for a ̂  1. Therefore 1.5 implies 1.3.
The converse is clear.
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2) The lemma 1.5 was classically well-known in the meromorphic case,
cf. also [Dl]. Moreover we have the isomorphism :

(1.6.1) L^ ———^ M01 for A = exp(-27Tia) and a € A

induced by u —» ^a-l exp(—JVlog t)u, where Loo = r(5*y7r*L) with

TT : S* —> S* a. universal covering, L^ = Ker (Ts — \ : Loo —» I/oo)»
A^ = (27^^)~llog Tu and T = T^Tu is the Jordan decomposition of the
monodromy. Here we used the natural inclusion

(1.6.2) M^^j^Os^c^

where j : S* —^ S is the natural inclusion, cf. [Dl]. Note that the natural
morphism :

(1.6.3) M -> M[t~1]

induces an isomorphism M01 ———> (M[t~1])01 for a ^ —N and (1.6.1) is
true for a general M € M^(T>). We can also prove 1.5 for a general M

using (1.6.3), because the functor M —>• M01 is exact, and M = ©^N-^^
ifsupp M = {0}.

1.7. Let Mrh(^)qu be the full subcategory of Mrh(^), whose objects
have quasi-unipotent monodromies, i.e. M01 = 0 for a ^ Q by (1.6.1). For

M € Mrh(P)qu, we define

y^M = ̂  OM^ (= ©/^aM^).

/^a

(If At is not quasi-unipotent, we have to choose some order of C.) Let

m be the order of Ts. Then VM = V'^M if (i - l)/m < a < i/m
with i € Z, and Gr^M = V^M/V^M^ < £ < m-1) is well-defined. If
a > 0, VaM is Deligne's extension of M\s* such that the eigenvalues of
the residue of the connection are contained in [a - 1, a) [Dl], cf. 1.6.2.

Note that the filtration V is exhaustive and separated, and is
independent of the coordinate t; in fact, V is characterized by the following
conditions (due to Kashiwara, cf. [K3]) :

(1.7.1) VM are finite 0-submodules and M = U^V^M.

(1.7.2) t^M) C V^M, WM) C V^M and t^M) =

V^M^a > 0).
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(1.7.3) 9tt - a is nilpotent on Gr^M.

1.8. Let K be the subring of £ (cf. 1.4.2) whose elements commute

with Qt, i.e. K = C -̂1}} ]̂ and fi : = C{{3f1}} is
f ^

^ , a^~1 : ^ , air1 li\ < oo for some r > 0

^>0 z

Then R is a discreet valuation ring and J<T is its quotient field. We can

verify that if the action of 9f on M is bijective, V^M are free -R-module

of rank r and M is an £ -module (hence a A'-module) where r is the rank

of M over A" (in fact, M •=• K 0^ V^Af for any a € Q). In this case,

an .R-submodule Mo is free of rank r over R if MQ is finite over R and

generates M over AT (i.e. M = Y^^Mp).

2. Filtered Gauss-Manin Systems.

2.1. Let / : X —> V be a morphism of complex manifolds with

dim X = n + m and dim Y = m. The Gauss-Manin system is naturally

defined as a filtered complex of right P-Modules :

(2.1.1) Rf^ ^-zoy r^r, F)[n 4- m],

cf. [S5, §2]. Let (2/1,... ,2/w) be a local coordinate system of V, and put
f^ = f*yi,9i = 9/9yi and 3 = (3i,...,3m)- Then the corresponding

filtered complex of left P-Modules is denoted by / (Ox^F) and locally
J f

expressed by

(2.1.2) RA(^[a],F)[n+m],

where the differential and the P-Modules structure is given by

d{uj 0 P) = du} 0 P - ̂  c^- A Ct; (g) <9,P

^(O; 0 P) = fiUJ (g) P + UJ ® [l/i, P]

9i(uj^P) =a/0<9,P

for a; € 0^ and P 6 C[<9], and the filtration by

Fp(^x[9})= E ^^-
l^l^p+fe—w
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Here we define the filtered direct image to be the inductive limit of

R/*(^n^[a])[n +m] (using the canonical flabby resolution of Godement)

so that the filtration becomes exhaustive, cf. [loc. cit]. Note that the

direct image /„ does not commute with the inductive limit in general, and

forgetting the filtration, this definition (2.1.2) does not coincide with the
usual one :

(2-1-3) / ox= ̂ (^y-xl^Ox)

(for example, consider the composition of X -^ pt -> C where X is zero

dimensional and has infinitely many components, cf. [S5, 2.3.8]). But we
have the following :

2.2. LEMMA. — If Sing / = {x e X : ranker ^ m} is proper over

Y, j (Ox,F) coincides with / Ox forgetting the nitration FJ f J f

This follows from the next two lemmas :

2.3. LEMMA. — Let f : X -> Y be a morphism of topological
spaces, and (K, F) a filtered complex such that Gi^K1 are flabby, F is

exhaustive and K is bounded below. Assume that there exists a closed

subset Z o f X such that Z is proper over Y and G^K are acyclic on
U = X\Z for p > 0. Then the natural morphism

Imf^FpK-^Hf^K

is a quasi- isomorphism.

Proof. — Note that the assertion is clear, il / is proper. In this case,
we can show the commutativity of /„ and lim, and the stability of c-soft

sheaves by inductive limit.

In the general case, we take a flabby resolution K -^ I so that
Rf^K = /^J, and consider the distinguished triangles :

-^L-.L-^-W

for L = FpK, I where j : U -> X. Then we have a quasi-isomorphism

J^FpK -^ j-1! (p > 0) by assumption, and T_^K\T_zP are also
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flabby. Then the assertion follows from the diagram

-^ lim/,r^^^lim/,Fp^^lim/^r1^^

r r r
-^f.Lzi -f.i ^f.j.r1! ^

because the quasi-isomorphism \imT_zFpK —> T_^I follows from the

morphism of the above triarigles.

2.4. LEMMA. — Let f : X -^ Y and (f^[<9],F) be as in (2.1.2).

Assume f is smooth, i.e. Sing / = 0. Let A' be the subcomplex offl'^[9]

such that A^ = U.Ker (dfi/\ : f^ -^ ^+1), where /, is as in 2.1.

Then Tlidfi/\ induces an isomorphism n^/y ———^A[m], and the natural

inclusion (A',F) —> (Q,'^[9],F) is a filtered quasi-isomorphism, where F

on A' is induced by the inclusion, i.e. FpA' = a>rn-pA.

Proof. — Let ( rc i , . . . , Xn+m) be a local coordinate system of X such

that Xi = fi for i <, m. Then the first assertion is clear. The graded

complex Gr^Q^- [9]) is the Koszul complex associated to 7^(1 < i < m),

0(n times) € End (Ox [n]), where r] = (?7i,... ,r}m) and rfi = Gr 9i.
Therefore it is graded quasi-isomorphic to the Koszul complex associated

to O(ntimes) 6 End (Ox) shifted by m to the right. Then we get the

assertion, because the last complex is isomorphic to Gr A* by the natural

morphism.

Remark. — ^t'^iy is globally well-defined, but n;c[^] ls n0^* ^ne

exterior product by df\ A ... A dfm. corresponds to the transformation of

left Py-Modules to right Modules.

2.5. Let / : X —^ Y and yi , fi, etc. be as above. Put Z = X x Y

and Bx\z = / Ox where i : X —> Z \s the immersion by the graph of /.
J i

Then we have an isomorphism

(2.5.1)

Bx\z = Vz/Y, •Dz(fi-yi)+Y, -Dz(9/Qx.+^(9f,/9xi)Q,) = i.Ox[Q]
J

so that the action of T>z on i^0x[9}(= Vz^6(yj — fj)) is given by
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(2.5.2) (9/9x,)(a ® P)= (9a/9xi) ® P - ̂ (9fj/9xi-)a <8> QjP

(9/9yj)(a®P)=a<s9jP
Xi{a ® P)= a;,a ® P

yj (a ® P)= fjo, ® P + a ® [^, P]

for a € Ox and P € C[<9], where (a®?) is identified with (a(giP)IK(i/,-/,).

Let F be the filtration of Bx\z by the order of 9 (i.e. induced by that on

'Dza6(yj - fj)) shifted by m. Then we get the natural isomorphism

(fl-x[9},F)=DRz/Y(Bx\z,F)

where (FpDRz/yBx^ = ̂ x ®Fp+kBx\z- Tensoring (2.5.1) by £x over
Vx (where £x is defined on T*X, cf. [KK]), we get

(2.5.3) Cx\z = £zl Y, Wi -1/,) + E WIQxi + ̂ (9f,/9x,)9,)
J

where Cx\z has the filtration F induced by that of £z shifted by m =
codim^X. We define the micro-local filtered Gauss-Mania system by

(2.5.4) I (Cx\z.F) =Rp.DRz/Y(Cx\z.F)[n+m],
J p

where p : Z —> Y is the projection and X x T*Y —^ T*Y is also
denoted by p. Here note that DRzfv(Cx\z^F) if filtered acyclic on the

complement of X x T*y, because (9/9xi)'1 exists in F-i^z on {$, / 0}

where ^ = Gr ^/^,, cf. [SKK]. Let T*Y be the complement of the zero

section. Then DRz/Y(Cx\z.F) is filtered acyclic on (X\Sing /) x T*y,
0

because supp Mn (X\Sing /) x T* Y = 0. In particular, (2.5.4) coincides

with the usual definition [Kl][Ph], forgetting the filtration and restricting
0

to r*y, if Sing / is proper over Y. From now on, we assume the following :

(2.5.5) Assumption : Sing / is finite (hence proper) over V.

In particular, p is non-characteristic to Cx\z' By [KK] [K2] [Ph],

the cohomologies of C i o are zero except for degree zero and

j C 1 0 (identified with its zero-th cohomology) is coherent over

£ i o •<• and regular holonomic so that
Y\T Y °

(2.5.6) A = p^Ch(Cx\z) H X x T^Y)
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where A = Ch (^j C ^^\ and Ch(M) = supp (M) for an f-Module

At. We have also

(2.5.7) Fon [ c . 0 is strict.
Jp X\Z\T-Y

In fact, the non-charactericity implies dim Ch(Cx\z) H X x T*Y < m,

and Gr DRz/Y(Cx\z^F)\ o^ is acyclic except for degree n by the

microlocalization of (2.5.2), because

Ch(Cxiz) nxx T*y ={(x,rj) e x xyr*y

: ^W,/9^)^=0(l<z<n+m)}.

.7

(In this case, we can also use dim f(Xr) < r and dim Xr < r(r < m),
where Xr = {rank df^ < r}.) We can also verify for y € Y :

(2.5.8) rank df^ = m - 1 for any a: € (Sing f)y, iff dim T^V n A = 1,

where (Sing f)y = Sing fnf~\y). lf{x} = (Sing /)y, (2.5.8) is equivalent
to :

(2.5.9) / is a deformation of a function with an isolated singularity on a
/* °

neighborhood of y, iff j Cx\z is in a generic position at TyY H A,

cf. [KK].

Here the first condition means that y has a neighborhood of the form

S x T such that dim S = 1 and pr^ o / is smooth on a neighborhood of a;,

where pr^ : S x T —^ T. From now on, we assume the above equivalent

conditions. By restricting X and V, we also assume for 0 < 6,6' < e < 1 :

(2.5.10) V = S x T with S = {t € C : \t\ < 6},T = {t' € C771-1 : |('| <

8 ' } and X = {(x,t1) e C^1 x T : \x\ < e,f\x) e 5}, where /'
is defined by f{x, t ' ) = {f(x, ̂ ').

Here t = t^ and t' = (^2, . . . , 4i). We may assume

(2.5.11) n > 0,

because the case n = 0 is a deformation of A^-singularity and not so

much interesting. By (2.5.10) we have a factorization / = p ' o i' where
p ' : Z ' = X XT Y —^ V is the second projection. Then we have
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(2.5.12) ( (Ox^F) = /t(Bx|z/,F)=/*(^-[^l],F)[n+l]
J f j p i

I (Cx\z.F) = I\Cx\z'.F)
Jp Jp'

where 9, = 9/9ti for 1 < i <, m and the filtration and the differential of

^x/r^i] are g^n by

Fp(n^[3i])= ^ ^0^

i<p+A;-l

d(^ ® <^) = du (g) ̂  - df A a; 0 ̂ +1.

Here note that / is a Stein morphism and Q^/y are /^-acyclic. We

denote also by F the induced filtration on / Ox '- = ̂ k [ Ox and
Jf Jf

U
k \

^(^x/r^i])- Then Ox ) is independent ofe in (2.5.10) and
^o

(2.5.13) (y0 ^x,F) = (^^x/T^ian

because ^ ^ ' x / s are locally constant on the fibers of /, if / is smooth.
By [Ph] we have the canonical isomorphism

(2.5.14) ( f Ox} ———>(Y°Cxiz) forTyerVrnA.
r° \ ~ / r °

Ox) ——>(
'f \ Vp

(Here we may assume rf = dt^ by changing the coordinates and the

decomposition Y = S x T). In fact, the morphism in (2.5.14) is the natural

morphism associated to the micro-localization and the right hand side is a
holonomic T>y,o-module by [KK,5.1.1]. Therefore its kernel and cokernel

are finite free (9y,o-modules, because its micro-localization induces an
0

isomorphism on ro*y. But the action of 9i is bijective on the both terms
of (2.5.14) by the exact sequence

^""X/T,0 - (̂ ° Ox) -^ (̂ ° Ox) - H^^^.
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Thus we get (2.5.14). As to the filtration F, we have

(2.5.15) (F-/^) -"^oM'A^-^o-

because {Qf/Ox^O < i < n),^(2 < i < m)} is a regular sequence. We

also verify the stability of ^F.n { Ox\ by <9f1 so that
v J f ) o

(2.5.16) (F-^ifox} =9[(F-nf°Ox} for i > 0.

Then the isomorphism (2.5.14) induces

(2.5.17) (^/oox) -{^f Cx\z\ for9>-n,

because it is enough to show it for q = -n and in this case we can reduce

the assertion to the case Y == S using the non-characteristic restriction to

S x {0}, cf. [K2][Ph]. In fact, (2.5.17) is equivalent to the assertion that

its first term is an <?y,^(0) - (or 0T,o{{<9r1}}-) module, because

(2.5.18) ^ Fq j Cx\z} are finite free of rank /A over R,
\ J p ) ^

where R = Or,o{{<9f1}} = SY^ H 0T,o[[9r1]], cf. [Ph].

Remark. — The right hand side of (2.5.15) is called the Brieskorn

lattice. We can also verify the coincidence of 3f1 with the inverse of the

natural connection ^Q/Q^ defined on it, using (2.5.2).

2.6. Let the notation and the assumption (i.e. (2.5.5)(2.5.10) and

(2.5.11)) be as above. We assume further Y = 5, i.e. T = {0} in (2.5.10).
Put

(2.6.1) M = ( f Ox} , Mo = F-nM(= fl^/df A d^).

Then M is quasi-unipotent and has the filtration V, cf. 1.7. We denote

also by F the induced filtration on Gr^M. Note that the freeness of

Mo follows from the inclusion Mo C V^M proved in [Ml, Kl]. (It

can be also proved as in [Ka] with n^^(log^) replaced by A^, where
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A\ : == {u € ̂  : d/ A «; = 0}.) Let Jr^oo, C) be the cohomology of

the Milnor fiber, and ^(X^.C)^ the kernel of Ts - \ where T = TsTn
is the Jordan decomposition of the Milnor monodromy, cf. [St]. Then

^(^oo, C) has the natural mixed Hodge structure whose Hodge filtration
is compatible with the monodromy decomposition [loc. cit] :

H^X^Q^^H^X^C)^

By (1.6.1) we have the isomorphisms

(2.6.2) H^X^ C)A = Gi^M for a > 0 and A == exp(-2^a).

Moreover this isomorphism is compatible with the Hodge filtration i e
(2.6.3)

FPHn{X^ C)^ = F_pGr^M for 1 > a > 0 and A = exp(-27rza),

cf. [V1][S1-2] (see also the revised version of [SS] for a proof using a
language which is not so much sophisticated). Note that (2.6.3) was

(essentially) first found by Varchenko [VI], but he used essentially the

filtration F'.^p = t-^Mo in M[t-1] instead of F,n^ = Q^MQ in M,

cf. (2.5.16), where t = t^ and Qt = 9^. (Here we use the natural
inclusion MQ -^ M[t~1] induced by M ̂  M[t~1}, cf. (1.6.3).) Therefore

he had to take Gr^ to cancel the difference of t and <^~1 (i.e. the

action of N). Note also that the decomposition M = CM0 (cf. 1.5)

corresponds to the asymptotic expansion used by Varchenko [loc. cit]
and the Hodge filtration F is not compatible with this decomposition, i.e.

Mo H V^M + (Mo H M0) + (Mo 0 V>aM) in general, cf. [Sl]. This is

why we have to take Gr^ instead of y^M^-^/y^M^-1] as in the first

version of [SS]. By the same reason we may not use <9fMo in M[t~1].

In [S4, §4] we gave some explanation of (2.6.3) from the view point

of (mixed) Hodge Modules (i.e. (2.5.7) (2.5.17) are essential). This gives
also a proof of (2.6.3) without using a compactification of /.

2.7. Let V = S x T be as in 2.5. Put (£,F) = (Sy^F) with

T) = (0,d<i) and Fp£ = £(p), cf, [KK]. Let (M,F) be a filtered £ -module
such that

(2-7.1) FpM are free of rank r over R,

where R = £ n Or,o[[<9r1]] and K = R[9^]. Let F be the filtration of R, K

by the order of <9<, i.e. FpR = jR n Fp£. Then (M, F) is isomorphic to a
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direct sum of (K, F) as a filtered K-module. We define the right action of
$ on £ ®K M by

(P 0 ZA)$ = P$ 0 IA - P 0 ̂

for $ == ^i ,<92, . . . ,<9^, where <9z = 9/9ti and <' = (^, . . . ,^m) are the

coordinates of T. We consider the Koszul complex C' associated to the

right action of 9^,... 9m, where C' is shifted by m - 1 to the left so that
C^ = 0 for k < -m or k > 0. We define the filtration F on £ 0j< M and
C'by

Fp(^ 0x M) = Im (Fp£ <^R FoM -^ £ (^K M)

FpC^ = eFp^(£ ^K M).

Let (G,F) be the mapping cone of the right action ti : ( C ' , F ) ->

(C1 ,F). Then C is the Koszul complex associated to the right action of

ti, c?2,. • . , Qm' By definition we have a natural morphism (G, F) —^ (M, F)
as complexes of filtered £ -modules. Then

(2.7.2) (G,F) —^ (M,F) is a filtered quasi-isomorphism, i.e. FpC ->
FpM are quasi-isomorphisms.

In fact it is enough to show the acyclicity of C(Gr^C -> Gr^M) for

any (or some) p, because FpC1', FpM are finite Fo^-modules, cf. [SKK]

etc. Let m be the maximal ideal of OT '-= Or,o-Then it is enough to

show its acyclicity after tensoring Or/^ over OT for any j > 0, cf. [Se],

because Gr^, Gr^M are finite over Op.y^ = Gr ^f, where P*V is the
projective bundle associated to r*Y, cf. [SKK].

By definition Gv^C ^OT Orl^3 is the Koszul complex associated to

the action of i\ (g) id - id (g) <i, rf1^ 0 id - id 0 rf1^^' ^ 2) on

(Op.T^/^Op.Y^) ̂ OT/W Gr^M/m3 Gi^M

where n = Gr 9i. Here the action of ^i,^"1^ ^ 2) on Gr^M/m-7 Gr^M

is nilpotent, because it is finite dimensional. Then we may assume that

their action is zero, taking the graduation associated to some filtration,

because these actions are commutative. We get the assertion by the fact
that t^.r^r^i >_ 2) is a regular sequence of

OP.Y^I^OP.Y^ = C{^i , . . . ̂ TfS,... ̂ f1^} ̂ OT OT/^,

cf. [Se]. Thus we get the canonical filtered free resolution of (M,F).
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By definition D(M,F) the dual of (M,F) is given by

(2.7.3) D(M,F) =Hom^(((7,F),(f,F[2m]))[m],

where F[j] is defined by F[j]p = Fp-j for j,p 6 Z. Here the right hand

side is a filtered right f-module, and for the transformation to the left

module we shall use the anti-involution P ̂  P* of £ such that

(2.7.4) <=^, ^ =-<9,, cf. [SKK].

We consider the canonical isomorphisms as right £ -modules

Homx(M, K) 0 £ ——> Hom^(M, £) ———^ Hom^(f <g) M, <?)

induced by <?!> (g) P h-> [IA ̂  ^(n)?],-^ h-^ [Q 0 ̂  ̂  Q^)]. We define the

right action o f $ = ^1,^(2 > 2) on Hom^(M,J^) by

(^)M=^^)-K,^)]

for (f) G Hom^(M,Kr), ZA e M, and its left action on Homj<(M,J<T) <S>K £

by $((^0P) = 0<^)$P-^(g)P. Then we can verify that the left action of$

on Hom7<(M, JC) 0f corresponds by the above isomorphism to the action

on Hom^(<? 0 M,<?) induced by that on £ 0 M. By the same argument

as above, D(M,.F) is a filtered £ -module, i.e. F is strict, where it is well-

known that DM is a holonomic £ -module, cf. [Kl].

We define D'(M,F) a filtered J^-module with the right action of
ti,9i(i>2)by

(2.7.4) D'(M,F) =Homj<((M,F),(A:,F[l+m]),

where the action of ^i, etc. is defined as above. Then by the above

argument we have the canonical isomorphism

(2.7.5) D(M,F)=D'(M,F)

as filtered Jf-modules with the right action of <i, 9i(i ^ 2), because Gr^

of (2.7.5) is clear and FpDM are finite over R, cf. for example, [Ph][M3].

In particular the right action of t^, etc. is extended to the structure of
right ^-module.

Let (N, F) be a filtered right ^-module. By (2.7.5) there is a one-to-

one correspondence between the filtered £ -linear morphisms

</> : (AT,F)-^D(M,F)
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and the filtered AT-linear morphisms

S : (TV, F) ̂ K (M, F) ̂  {K, F[l + m])
satisfying

(2.7.6) [$, S(v, n)] = S(z;, ̂ ) - SK, u) for ^ e M, v e 7v,

where $ == ^i, 9i(i > 2). Assume now (M,F) is self dual, i.e. we have a
duality isomorphism

(2.7.7) D(M,F)^(M,F[w])

for some w € Z, where w is called the weight of (M,F). Then the duality

isomorphisms (2.7.6) correspond bijectively to the pairings

S : (M,F)(^(M,F)-^(^,F[l+m-w])

satisfying

(2.7.8) PS(u, v) = S(n, Pv) = S(P*u, i;) for P e ̂ ,

(2.7.9) [$,S(^)] = S(zi,^) - S(r^) for $ = ̂ ,9,(i ̂  2),

(2.7.10) S(FpM, F,M) c Fp+g-i-m+w^

so that

S : G<M0o, Gr;M-.Gr^_^^

is non-degenerate over OT, where * is the anti-involution of £ satisfying

(2.7.4). If furthermore M is simple holonomic, i.e. Ch(M) is irreducible

at T] and the multiplicity of M is one on some Zariski open smooth subset
of Ch(M) near 77, we have

(2.7.11) End^(M)=C

and the conditions (2.7.8-9) are enough to characterize S uniquely up to a
multiple constant.

From now on we assume (M,F) = /(Cx|z,F)r,, cf. 2.5. Then

have the micro-local Poincare duality p

(2.7.12) D(M, F) = (M, F[n + m])

we
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(using, for example, the micro-localization of the duality in [S5, §2] applied

to a compactification of /). As a corollary, we get the existence and the

uniqueness of the "higher residue pairing" of K. Saito [Sk] on the Gauss-

Manin system of a versal deformation, because Ch(M) is smooth and the

multiplicity is one in this case, cf. for example [Ph] etc. (This name comes

from the fact that the restriction of S to Gr^M = Q^^/d/' A n^/r (^

(2.7.10)) is the residue pairing of Grothendieck, where GifK = OT ® Q{
by definition.) The above construction was inspired by Kashiwara's

interpretation of the higher residue pairings as the duality (cf.[0]) and

the residue pairings (unpublished) of £ -Modules. We can also check

directly that (2.7.12) corresponds to the higher residue pairing by the

above construction using the facts in [loc. cit].

The above identification is compatible with base change of T. From

now on we assume T = {0},m = 1, and use the notations in §1. We have

(2.7.13) 5(11̂ , M0) C C (g) Q^ if a + /3 = i and 0 otherwise,

by (2.7.8-9), and it induces the perfect pairings

(2.7.14) GryS: Gr^-^M.F) ̂  Gr^(M,F) -. (C,F[-n])(0 < a < 1)

GryS : Gr^(M, F) ̂  Gr^(M, F) -^ (C, F[-n - 1])

whcie F on C is defined by Gr^C = 0 for p ^ 0, and Grf(AT,F) =

(C,F[z]). We can also verify that the perfect pairings (2.7.14) correspond

to the perfect pairing of mixed Hodge structure on the Milnor cohomology

by the isomorphism (1.6.1) (in particular, S is compatible with the rational

structure ^(XooiQ) up to Tate twist, cf. Appendix of [S3].) In fact we
can easily verify that (2.7.14) corresponds to the pairing of <^(i.e. Gr^ for

r°
0 < a < 1) of /_ (Ox^F) where / is a compactification of /), because (f>

J7
does not change by the microlocalization. Then the assertion follows from

the general theory of mixed Hodge Modules, cf. [S6].

Let Hn(X^,C) be the dual of jr^Xo^C), and S* the induced

duality on it by S. Let I be the intersection form on Hn(Xoo,C), and

put ffn(Xoo,C)^i = @^Hn(Xoo,C)\. Then we have up to sign (and

Tate twist, depending of the definition of I ) :

(2.7.15)
J=S* onff,(Xoo,C)^i

I = S* o (N 0 id) on Hn(X^ C)i
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where N = -TV* on Jfn(Xoo,C). (This follows from [S5,5.2.3].) Note that
2m+l

for /= ̂  ^,(2.7.15) implies ̂ 2m=2m+17^m/^^(2^-l), where (7^ is
1=1

the volume of the n-dimensional unit sphere (and U^m-i = 27^m/(m-l)!).

The following lemma will be used in §4.

2.8. LEMMA. — Let H be ^(X^C)^ or ^(X^^C^ with the

duality of mixed Hodge structures S : H <g) H -> C(-r) defined over Q,
where r = n or n + 1. Then the Hodge nitration F of H has a splitting

H = ̂  (i.e. FPH = ©^pG1) such that T,G1 C G^NG1 C G1-1 and

S(G1, G3) = 0 for i + j / r, where T = T^Ty, is the Jordan decomposition
of the monodromy and N = (2m)~1 0 logT^.

Proof. — Put

GP = FP n ̂ (F9 n W^+,) for i e Z

9

j^ = (FP n iVp+g) n (F9 n w^ 4- ̂  F"̂  n t̂ +,-,-i) for p, g e z
J>0

where W is the weight filtration of H. Then we have H = Cp,^9 by [D2]

and G^ D ©gJ^9. Since S is a duality of mixed Hodge structure, we have

S(FP, F^) == 0 for p+p' > r(same for F),

S(Wi,W^)=0 forz+z'<2r.

Then

because
S^.G^^O forp+p'^r,

SGF'nTyp+^nT^+^o forp+p'<r. -
Therefore we get G^ = ©^^'^ and H = ©pG^, because

dim G^ <, dim J5T - ^ dim G^ < ̂  dim P'9.
p'^r-p q

The conditions T^ C G^" and ^G^ C G^"1 are clear by

T^ C ̂ (same for F, T^), ̂ ^ c ^"^(same for F)

ATTV, c TVi-2.
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2.9. Let Y = S x T as in 2.7, i.e. S and T are polydiscs such that

dim S = 1. Let (M,F) be a filtered regular holonomic fy-Module on
0

T*Y(= T*y — zero section) whose support is contained in the conormal

of {0} x T. Then M is trivial along T(= {0} x T) and (M{t'),F) =

Osx{t'} ^Oy (M»F) is a filtered ^x^-Module on T*S x {^}. Assume
M has the filtration V along T (cf. [K3]) indexed by Q (cf. [S5]). Then

it gives the filtration V of each M(t') by V^M^) = Osx{t'} ®0y VM.

Let At'2" be the intersection of the kernel of ^ : M -^ M for any vector
field $ on T.

Then M7^ is a constant sheaf of f^(o,dt)-modules on T (using the

section tf ^ ( t ' yd t ) ) , where t is the coordinate of 5. Since VaM are

stable by $, M71 has the filtration V, and the stalk of {M7\V) at t ' € T

is isomorphic to (M(^'), V) so that VM = Oy ^os VaMT. We assume

(2.9.1) Gr^Gr^M are free Or-Modules and F on each Gr^M is a finite

filtration.

Then there exists integers, a, & such that

(2.9.2) FpM C VM for p 4- a < a and FpM D VM for p + a > ft.

In particular V is also finite on each Gr^M. We check that Gr^, Gr^r

commute with the restriction Osx^'}^ and dim Gr^ Gr^M(^) are

constant for t1 6 T.

Let ^ € Der T be a vector field on T. Then

^ : M-.M

is not C^-linear and does not induce a well-defined map $ : M(t') —>

M(^) if $7^ 0. But Gr^^"^ : Gr^M ̂  Gr^M is Or-linear and induces

Gr^-^ : Gr^M(^) -. Gr^M(t')

so that G^F^-l^(yaG^^M(^)) C V^G^M^').

2.10. Remark. — In the case of Gauss-Manin system associated to

a /^-constant deformation /' (cf. (2.5.10)), we can check the assumption

(2.9.1) using [V3] (or [S6] and the vanishing cycle functor (j) along /'). We

have the isomorphism

Gt^M(t1) = (lf^: = ̂ ^o/^' A "C-^.o)
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so that Gr27^""1^ is identified with the multiplication of —(^/^l^ on Qy^,

because ^S(t - //) = -^f)Qt6{t - //), cf. (2.5.2) applied to // : X -> 5.

Here ^// and ^f)\t' are the restriction of /' and ^f to C^ x {*'}, cf.
(2.5.10). This implies a positive answer to the problem in [Sl] :

(2.10.1) the local moduli of /^-constant deformation is determined by the
Brieskorn lattice (as a subspace of the Gauss-Manin system),

in the case the /^-constant stratum T is smooth. Here (2.10.1) means the

injectivity of the "period map" (defined on a neighborhood of 0 € T) :

^ : T 3 t' -> F-nM(^) € L(M(0)) : = {the lattices of M(0)},

where the parallel translation given by M7^ in 2.9 is used to define ^. Let

H = V>OM{ft)|Vn•{•ZM(0) and F^ = F-n-pM^/V^M^) C H(0 <

p < 2), where F-nM(t') D V^M^) by (2.6.3), cf. (4.1.3). Then we

have

$ : r^'^F^F^F^eFlag3^)

which is factorized by ^, because F-n-pM(t') = ^~PF-nM(^). By defi-
nition ^ is horizontal, i.e. ̂  C F^"1 with F^" : = F-n-pM/yn+3M C
OT ^ H(0 < p < 2), F3 = 0, F~1 = Or 0 H. Therefore the image of d^
belongs to the horizontal tangential space :

r^Flag3^) : = ©0^2 Horn (G^,, Gr^;1) C T<^) Flag '(ff),

and the component of d$($) for p = 1 is identified with

Grf^ € Horn (Gr^.^M^^.Gr^M^)).

This implies the injectivity of d$ and $, ̂  on a neighborhood of 0, because
T is a smooth subspace of a versa! deformation so that Dery 3 $ ^-> $/' €

°x/ ^ {9f'IQxi)Ox is injective.
0<,i<n+l

Note that (2.10.1) is not true, if the Brieskorn lattice F-nM(^) is
replaced by GryF-nM^) (i.e. the Hodge filtration F on ^(Xo^C), cf.

(2.6.3)); for example /' = x4 + y6 4- t^y3, where F is constant, because

it is compatible with the decomposition H'^^Xoo.C) = @Hn{Xoo,C)\ and

dimff^Xo^C^lorO.
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3. Structure of (B)-lattices.

3.1. Let the notations be as in §1. Take M € Mri^^qu on which the
action of Qt is bijective, cf. 1.4.2, and let Mo be a finite ^(O)-submodule
of M generating M over £ (i.e. Mo is a lattice of the D-module M (cf.
1.1) and stable by c^~1.) We define an increasing filtration F on M by
FpM = 9fMo, and on M01 by

FpM0 = Im (Gr^FpM -^ Gr^M <-^—— M0)

so that PpM" = <9f Gr^Mo. Then F is a finite increasing filtration of
Ma by assumption, and satisfies

(3.1.1) Q^ : FpM0 ———. Fp+^M0-771.

Let U = {^}peZ be a finite decreasing filtration of M01 satisfying

(3.1.2) 9^ : UPMa ————^ ̂ m^a-m^

We say that U is opposite to F if

(3.1.3) Gr^ Gr^M0 =0 for p + q, cf. [D2].

This condition is equivalent to the splitting :

(3.1.14) AT = OpFpUPM0' such that FpM01 = ©^pF^^M0

and t/^M0 = ©^pFg^M0, cf. [loc. cit].

An opposite filtration U is called an opposite (A) — (resp.(B)—) filtration,
if

(3.1.5) N^M^ C E^M^resp.TV^M^ C [/^M0),

where TV is defined by ~(^t — a) on M". Put

(3.1.6) G0 = Fo^M0 C M0.

Then (3.1.1-4) implies the decompositions :

(3.1.7) M° = ©p^G^, FpM0 = ©^p^G04-9

[/PM0 = ©^p^G^9,
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and (3.1.5) is equivalent to

(3.1.8) N(0^ C G° © OtG^^iesp.N^) C ̂ G^1),

because N^FpM01) C Fp+iM" follows from tMo C Mo. We say that
MQ is an (A)-lattice (resp.a(B)-lattice), ifF on each M01 has an opposite
(A)-filtration (resp.(B)-filtration).

3.2. Examples. — 1) Let M = V/V{9tt - aY(= £/£(9tt - aY) for

a € A, cf. 1.2-4, and {e^} a jK'-basis of M such that (9ft — a)ei = 6^4.1 for

0 < i < r -1 and (9ft - a)er-i = 0, where R = C{{<9f1}} and AT = R[9t],
cf. 1.8. Put

Mo = ̂  R9^iei

Mo = ̂  J?e,

Mo' = ̂  A<9^.

Then Mo is a (B)-lattice but not saturated, MQ is a saturated (A)-lattice
but not a (B)-lattice, and M'Q is saturated but not an (A)-lattice.

2) Let M == d=i,2^/^(^ — <^i) with {61,62} a -K'-basis such that
(9tt - ai)ei = 0. Then any lattice of M is a (B)-lattice (because N = 0)
and given by

^ RQ^ei + C(^ a^^e,)

for mi,m2 6 Z, 01,02 € C (changing {e^} if ai — 02 € Z)- In fact 11 : =

^ o'ijQt'^'^ei € Mo with Oio / 0 and ai + ni ^ 02 + 7i2 implies
i=l,2;j>0

^-ni-ig^ y^ dioQ^ei € Mo, because we may assume oij =0 (j > 0)

by J?Mo C Mo , so that {t — (ai 4- n\)Q^}u generates JCZ^~r^2-le2 C Mo ,

cf. the proof of 3.4-6.

3.3. DEFINITION. — Let M and Mo be as in 3,1, and

pr : Mo-^Mo :=Mo/^t~ lMo(=C0J^Mo)

the natural projection. Then a C-linear section v of pr is called

a good section, if pr^V = v*V (cL 1.7 for the definition of V).
Here pr^y(resp.i;*y) means the quotient (resp. induced) filtration, i.e.
(pr^V)0 == pr ^(resp. {v^V)01 = v^V01).
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Remarks. — 1) By Nakayama's lemma, v induces an isomorphism

(3.3.1) R <gî  Af "" > M(as -̂modules).

2) In general, we have (v'fV)a c (pr.V)", because pr o v = id.

3.4. PROPOSITION. — Let the notations and the assumptions be as

above, and U an opposite nitration ofF on M°(a € Q). Then there exists

a unique good section v ofpr satisfying

(3-4-1) Im v = Afo n P = t£>aMo n P",

where P =Y^UOMa and Pa=Ga+^ U^M0, cf. (3.1.6).
a 0>a

Proof. — We define a finite decreasing filtration U = fU0'} e\ of
M by a€-1

UaM = Im((B0^K ®c G0 ̂  M)

and put [/"Mo = My n U^M. Then we have

(3-4-2) VMo c V°M,

because Gr̂ Mo C Gr^Mo n Gr^M c FoGr̂ .M n C/^^M = 0 for
/3 < a, cf. (3.1.7).

We take Va,i € T^Mo such that

[va.i] : = Va,i(mod.V>aMo) 6 Gt^Mo n Gr^^M *——— G0

and {[va,i\}i is a C-basis ofG0'. Because VMo are J -̂submodules and R

is a discreet valuation ring (cf. 1.8). we can change Va,i (without changing

[va,i]) by induction on a so that

(3-4-3) Va,i € UaMo.

Note that (3.4.3) implies

(3.4.4) {va,i}i is an R-basis of Gr^Mo = Gr^y°M(c Gr^M),

because the inclusion Gr^Mo C Gi^VM is clear by (3.4.2) and {v^ J,

is an A-basis of Gr^V^M by Gr^Gr^M <——— G". Then if^,, satisfies
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(3.4.3) for /3 < a and Va,i € U^MQ for some 7 < a, we can apply

(3.4.4) to 7, and change Va,i by adding ̂ ^9^jv^j with (^ € It, so that
j"

^a,i € U^M for any 7 < a by induction on 7, where 9-^,jV^,j € V^M,

because Gi^jVaj = V^ O^j^j m ^>a Gr^M so that ^j C 9^1?

j
with fc > a — 7. Using the base change matrix of the two Ji-bases

{va,i}t,{ba,i]h of the -R-module Gr^V^M = R^ G^, we can further

change Va,i so that

v^i € G01 + E7>aM, and then v^ € P0

by adding V^ 90jV0j for ^^ € J?(/? > a) by increasing induction on /3.
.7

Let

pa : Mo n P0 -^ G0

be the natural projection induced by the decomposition (1.5.1). Then

pa is surjective by the above construction of Va^ We can also check

the injectivity using the definition of P0, because MQ n ̂  l^M0 = 0.

Therefore we get a unique section v of pr satisfying (3.4.1), because

MQ H P D ©Mo H P" is clear and we have the inclusion C by

Gr^(Mo n P) C Gr&VM H Gr&P ̂ — G".

Then v is a good section by definition. In fact, (v^V)0' C (pr^V)0 is clear

and we have the isomorphisms

Mo n P" ——^ Gr^Gr^M ̂  Gr^Gr^M ̂  Gr^^Mo

which implies the inclusion D.

3.5. PROPOSITION. — Let the notations and the assumptions be as in

3.1, and v a good section ofpr in 3.3. Let V^M be the free K-submodule

generated by^l^Mo) (i.e. K^^V^^MQ ^ UaM as K-modules). Assume

UaM are E-submodules of M (i.e. stable by t). Then the filtration U on

Ma defined by

(3.5.1) t̂ M0 = At" n U^M

is an opposite (A)-filtration (cf. 3.1).
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Proof. — Set V = pr^V = v*V on Mo, and define

G0 = Im (v : Gr^Mo -^ Gr^M <——— M0).

Then the assumption pr^V == v*y implies that the composition

_ v pr _
Gr^Mo ——^ Gr^Mo ———^ Gr^Mo

is well-defined and the identity. Therefore we get a splitting of F on Gr^M
by the direct sum decomposition

(3.5.2) Gr^M = @9\G^\

because Gr^ Gr^M = Gr^Gr^M = Gr^Mo. On the other hand we have
a natural isomorphism

UiMa^(Ua+iM)a——^G^UQ^iM,

because the P-linear morphism [^"^M -+ M is compatible with (1.5.1)
and strictly compatible with V. In particular, we get U^Ma D 9^Ga'}~^,
because U^M D Q^V^'Mo). This implies

(3.5.3) V^M = Im (@(3>aK 0^ G0 ̂  M),

because the injectivity of the morphism in the right hand side is clear by
(3.5.2) and the both sides of (3.5.3) have the same dimension over K by
(/"At = K 0^ V^o. Therefore (3.5.2) gives also the splitting of U on
each Ma, which implies the assertion because (3.1.2) is clear.

3.6. THEOREM. — Let the notations and the assumptions be as
in 3.1 and 3.3. Then the constructions in 3.4 and 3.5 give a one-to-
one correspondence between the opposite (A)-filtrations U and the good
sections v of pi satisfying

(3.6.1) tv = vAo + c^-yAi for Ao,Ai € End(;(Mo).

.Here Ao,Ai are uniquely determined by v, and V^Mo is the direct
sum of the eigenspaces of the semisimple part of A\ with eigenvalue
> a. Moreover U is an opposite (B)-61tration, iff its corresponding Ai
is semisimple.
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Proof. — Let U be an opposite (A)-filtration, and P, v as in 3.4. We

have QttP C P by (3.1.5), and ̂ P C P by (3.1.2). Then

^(Mo n P) c Mo n 9^P = Mo n P + ̂ (Mo n P),

because Mo n P ———^ MO/Q^MQ <——— Mo n ̂ P/^Mo n P).
Therefore we get (3.6.1), and the uniqueness ofAo and Ai are clear. More-
over the opposite filtration constructed in (3.5.1) coincides with the original
one by the proof of 3.4-5 (i.e. the two G01 coincide).

Now let v be a good section of pr satisfying (3.6.1), and put V =

pr^V == v*V on Mo. Then

(3.6.2) AoV0 C V^, AiY0 C V0,

because tVMo C V^Mo, Q^VM = V^M. In particular, l7°M in
3.5 are ^-submodules, and we get the corresponding opposite filtration U
on each M0 by (3.5.1). Let G^,?0 be as in 3.4. We have to show

(3.6.3) I rnvceMoHP 0 ,

which establishes the one-to-one correspondence. Put

M^ = v-1^ + IÎ F-iM^ + C^M^)),

cf. (1.5.1), where the two G" in 3.4 and 3.5 coincide by the proof of
3.5. Then by decreasing induction on a we check the surjectivity of the

projection (induced by (1.5.1)) :

(3.6.4) v(M^) ̂  G01,

because Im (v : VMo -^ Gr^M) = G0 by definition. We have also the
injectivity of (3.6.4) by

(3.6.5) Im v n II^(jFLiM^ + U^M0) = 0,

which follows from the definition of G0' (taking GT^ of (3.6.5)). Thus we

get

y^Mo =©/3>aM^,
i.e. ©M^ gives a splitting of V on Mo. Let

C0a : G" ̂  M0

be C-linear maps such that Im ( Yc^a j = v(M^) and Caa is the

V 0 ]
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natural inclusion. By decreasing induction on a we shall show Im c^a C

U^M^^a < /?), which is equivalent to (3.6.3). Here c^a are uniquely
determined by the bijectivity of (3.6.4). We denote by TT^ the isomorphism

v : •M^———.G'^^GI^M)^ (3.6.4)).

Then we have

^C^a = V\^ : M^ MO.

0

By (3.6.1-2) and by inductive hypothesis we get

Qttv\M^ = vAi|M^ = t;Gr^Ai(mod. ̂  (/W),
0>a

where Gr^Ai is identified with an endomorphism of M^ by the

isomorphism Af^ = Gr^Mo. This implies

(/? - N)cpa^a = c/3a7Ta Gr^Ai(mod. ^M^) for ^3 > a,

where N = —(9ft — a) on Ma. Therefore the assertion is reduced to

(3.6.6) the eigenvalues of Gr^Ai are a,

or equivalently

(3.6.7) Gr^Mo = V Gr^M,

because U^Afo = R 0c v^Jlo). But (3.6.7) follows from the proof of
3.5, because Gr&Mo C V01 Gi^M and G01 ———> Gr^ Gr^M.

To show that M^ is the a-eigenspace of Ai, it is enough to show its
stability by Ai (cf. (3.6.6)). We have the inclusion QttP01 C G01 + ̂ P,

which implies

9tt(Mo H P0) C 9tMo n (G0 + 9tP)

=MonPa+9t(MonP),

because ^Mo H (G^ +^P)/Mo HP0 ———^9tMo/Mo. Thus M^ is

stable by Ai.

Let A^a : M^ —> Mo be the C-linear maps such that ̂  A/3a =
0

AQ\M^. Put c'^a = C(3a^a' Then

(3.6.8) (^ - N)c'(3a = Y, QtC^^A^a + c^(Ai|M^)
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follows from (3.6.1) for any f3 ^ a. In particular

(3.6.9) -NTTa = Qt^a+lAa^a + ̂ a(A^ - a)\M^

for a = /?. This shows the last assertion (cf. the remark below) and
completes the proof of 3.6.

Remark. — Let the notations be as in the proof of 3.6. Then

-N : Ga-^Ga(BQtGa+l

and
(Gr^Ai - a) C Gr^Ao : M^ M^ © M "̂1

are identified by 71-0 and Q^a^ii where Gr^Ao = Aa-n^ and Gr^Ai =

Ai|M^.

3.7. PROPOSITION. — LetM andMo be as in 3.1. Le^TV betiemon-
odromy 61tration ofM (ie. NWi C W^ and G^ N3 : Gr^ ———> Gr^
for j > 0). TAen the following conditions are equivalent :

a) MQ is a (B)-lattice,
b) ^(FpGr^M0) = Fp+^Gr^M0 for any j > 0,p,a,

c) N3 : {Mol^F) —^ (M^.Fl—j]) are strict morphisms for any j > O,Q,
d) {M

a
^F^N) are isomorphic to direct sums of the copies of

(C^l/C^^, F\p],N) for p C Z,m € N, where FpC[^] = ©^pC^
and F[p]^ = ̂ -p .

Proof, — The implications d) =^a) ====»• c) and d) ===^ b) are clear.
It is enough to show b) =» d) and c) ^s^ d). Put ff = M01.

Assume first b). Let PGr^ff = Ker (^+1 : Gr^ff -^ G^^2fir)

be the primitive part of Gr^ff for j >, 0. By the condition b) the primitive
decomposition

(3.7.1) Gr^ff = e^m^^PGr^ff

is compatible with F (applying N 3 ^ ' ^ ' to (3.7.1) and using b) by decreasing
induction on j). Let

s, : (PGrpl,F)^(^H,F)

be a filtered C-linear map whose composition with the canonical projection
WjH —^ GrJ^jy is the natural inclusion. (Such a map exists using a basis
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of PGr^H compatible with F.) By assumption ImN^Sj C W-j^H

and we can modify Sj so that Im N^SJ C W-j^aH for any a > 4 by
induction on a. In fact we use the condition b) for j + a — 1 and the
factorization N3^-1 == W^1^-2, where N^Wj+a^i C Wy-i follows
from a > 4. Thus we get 5j such that N3+lSj = 0, and these 5^ give a
lifting of (3.7.1) to ff, which implies d).

Assume now c). Put Kj = Ker N3 and J1 = Im N\Then we have
isomorphisms

N : G^GifH—^ GT}+lGTK^H{oTj>2,

because d) holds always if we forget F. In particular we get the
isomorphisms

(3.7.2) N3 : Gr^Gr^i ———^ G^K^H for j >_ 0.

By the condition c), (3.7.2) induces the isomorphisms

N3 : Fp^ G^Grf^H——^FpG^KzH,

because (N3)''1^!!!) = Kj^H and I°H = H. Then w(? have the
isomorphisms

pfJ-i pfi

(3.7.3) F^jG^G^H —==^ Fp-iG^Gi^H —^ FpGi}K^H

for 0 <, i < j, because these maps are injective (forgetting F). Let

s, : (G^iff,F)^(^iff,Fb-])

be a filtered C-linear map whose composition with the natural projection
Kj^H -^ G^Gif^H is the inverse of (3.7.2). Then these sj induce the
filtered isomorphisms for i >, 0 :

J^N3-^, : e,>i(Gr{^iff,Fhz])———.(Gr^^,F)
j>i

by (3.7.3). Therefore we get

Y^ N^s, : e,>^o(Gr^A:iH,FM)—^(ff,F)

j^i^o

which implies d).
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3.8 Remark. — In the case of Brieskom lattice (cf. 2.6), the
conditions b) and c) are satisfied by (2.6.3). By the proof of 3.6,
GryAo = ©Aa+i,a is identified with —N by the isomorphisms TT^ if we
take a good section corresponding to an opposite (B)-filtration, cf. the
remark after the proof of 3.6.

The differential equation (3.6.1) is uniquely determined by the
eigenspace decomposition by Ai, because Ao represents the action of /
on Oy : = Sl^/df A f%,o(= Mo/^Mo).

Problem, — Find the characterization of the direct sum decomposi-
tion of Sif corresponding to an opposite (A)-or (JB)-filtration.

3.9. Remark. — If At is not quasi-unipotent, we have to choose a
total order >- of C satisfying a - h l > - a , a > - & i f f a + l > - b - h l , and there
exists an integer m such that a -h m >• b, for any a, 6 € C. It is equivalent
to a choice of A C C and a total order of A such that A —^ C -+ C/Z is

-<
bijective, A 3 1 and supA = 1. (Put A = {a € C|0 ^ a ^ 1}.) Then
the same argument as in 3.4-6 applies. Here the restriction of the order
to R may be different from the usual one. This will be used in 4.4 for the
construction of a pathological example.

3.10. Let G be the splitting of the Hodge filtration F on the Milnor
cohomology constructed in 2.8. Then it gives an opposite (B)-filtration U

by the isomorphism (1.6.1). Let G0 C M^c^a and Af^ be as in 3.4-6 (i.e.

v(M^) •=• Im V^ c/?a). Then by the identification of the polarization S
f3

in 2.7, we have

(3.10.1)
S(Ga, G0) = 0 for a + ft ̂  n + 1,

S : G01 0 G^"" -^ C 0 ̂ ~n'~l is a perfect pairing .

Since M = @aK 0^ Ga as -^-modules and Im c^a C ̂ C^1]^"^7

7

for /3 > Q, we have

(3.10.2) S (^c^a(u)^C60(v)) = S(u,v) for u € G0,!; € G0,

\ -1 6 )

because S(Mo, Mo) C F^nK = C{{^-1}}^-7^1 by (2.7.10). (This gives
some relation between c^a/5, cf. 4.1 for a special case.) In particular
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the direct sum decomposition Im v = (BV(MQ ) is orthogonal for S, and
S(Imv, Im^eCQf71"1.

Remaxk. — Assume n is even (i.e.the duality S,on ^(XooyQ)^ is
anti-symmetric), and JT^Xoe^Q)! contains H ' © H ' 1 as a direct factor
of mixed Hodge structure compatible with S and N^ where H ' =

©o^ff^ff77 = ©K^ff^ff'z = H\ = Q(-z - (n - 2)/2),NHfi =
^1(1 > 0),^jr'2 = ir'^NH^ = 7\Wi = 0, and S(ff',ff") = 0.
Then S(H^, ff^) ^ 0 iff t +j = 3 (same for ff"), because ̂  = F^pH'

for p == z + (n - 2)/2.

In this case we have an (A)-(but not (B)-) opposite filtration U of
F on ff7 © ff" (hence on ff^XooiQ)) compatible with S. For example
the splitting F^V^ for p = t + (n - 2)/2 is generated by 63(1 = 3),e2

and /2 -I- ^3(1 = 2),ei and /i(z = 1) and eo - /i(i = 0), where e^
and /i are a generator of H^ and H'^ such that S(eo^3) = S(/i,/2).
By the same argument as above, the corresponding section v satisfies

S(Imv, Imv)CC^^n~l.

It is very probable that this case actually occurs (e.g. / = a:10 4-y10 +
zlo^wlo-^(xyzw)2-}-v2).

4. Applications.

4.1. b'function. Let Af,Mo = F-yiM,Mo and b(s) be as in the

introduction. We have tMo = ̂ Mo, because MQ C y>OM by [K1][M1]

and Oft is bijective on MQ. Let ?7 be an opposite (B)-filtration to the
Hodge filtration F (cf. 3.1 and 3.8) and v the corresponding good section
in 3.4 (or 3.6). Let G^ and c^ : G01 -^ M0 be as in the proof of 3.6, i.e.

©aim ̂  Cf3a = Im v. Here G01 = 0 except for 0 < a < n + 1 by (2.6.3).
/?

Put Afo" =1^001^°. Then

(4.1.1) MQ = ©M^, i.e. Mo C M is compatible with the decomposition

(1.5.1), and M^ = ^ Im N^c^-j^
ij>0,a<l3-j

because Mo is stable by 9ft and generated by Im ^c/?a over C{{9^1}}
/3

(use the theory of Jordan decomposition). Let /?i,...,/?^ be the
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eigenvalues of Qft on MQ/Q^MQ. Then (4.1.1) implies

(4.1.2) #{i\/3, = 0} = dim M^IQ^MS-\

(4.1.3) min a, = min ̂  > 0, max /?, < max 0.1 < n + 1,

where ai,..., o^ are the exponents of /, i.e. #{z|c^ = a} = dim G0' =
dim n^. Let F be the filtration on M" as in 3.1, i.e. FpM01 = e^p^G'0-^.
We define F' on M" by

FpM0 = ̂ M .̂

Then Fp C Fp by (4.1.1) and dim Gr^GrfM^ is the number of i such

that o.i = a 4- p and /3^ = a + q, if we index {aj and {/5J properly. We

have also dim^Mo/Mo = ̂  ̂  — V^ 0:1.

From now on (in 4.1) we assume n = 1. (A similar argument holds
if min a, > (n - 1)/2.) Then we have by (4.1.3) :

Im coo C QtG^1 for /3 > a.

In particular Cf3a = 0 for /3 ̂  1 and /? > a. This implies

(413) M^/6^^^1^ Imc/?a f o r 0 < ^ < l
0 I M^ for 1 < ^ < 2.

Therefore M^ is compatible with the decomposition M0 = G^ © QtG^
for 0 < /3 < 1. Now we assume that the splitting of Hodge filtration is

orthogonal with respect to the duality (cf. 2.8). Then by (3.10.2) we have

(4.1.4) Q^Cft,^ : G0 -^ G0 and Q^c^^-ft : G2-0 ̂  G2-0 are
dual of each other by the duality S for /3 > a + 1.

We have the same for Q^N : G01 -> G^1 and 9^N : G1'01 -^
G2~a, and we conclude that

(4.1.5) dim(M^-1 n QtG0) == dim Im((lv,^-i^) : ©a^-iC?0 -^ 9tG0)

= dim Im((JV, ci-a,2-/?) : G2-0 ̂  Ca^-i^G2-0).

On the other hand we have

(4.1.6) Ker / H ̂  = Ker (^v, c^) : G0 ~> ©^^a^G^1.

In fact the multiplication of / on ftf is identified with Ao, i.e. the action
of t on ~Mo (cf. 3.6), and

(4.1.7) (9tt - a)v(u) = Qtv(Aou) for ^ € n^(= M^)
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by (3.6.1). Since Im ^cpa = v(0?), we have
/?

Ker / 0 ̂  = Ker (<9^ - a : Im (^c/?a) -^ M).
v /? /

Then (4.1.6) follows from Qft - f3 = 0 on Im c^a for /? > a (in fact,
Im Ncoa C 9^G^2 = 0), and it implies
(4.1.8)

Ker / H ̂  = ̂  for 1 ̂  a < 2,

dim (M '̂"1 n ^G^) = dim O^/Ker / n S^~0 for 1 < /3 < 2.

Here the first assertion follows also from (3.6.2). Therefore we get the

assertion in the introduction, because b(s){s + l^naeA^ + a)"1 is the

product of (5 + a) such that M^IQ^M^ ^ 0, where A is as in the
introduction. (If n > 1 and min 0.1 > (n — 1)/2, we replace the condition
0 < a < 1 by (n - 1)/2 < a < (n -+- 1)/2 in the definition of A.)

Remark. — Assume n = 1, the monodromy is semisimple, and
o.i ̂  aj(modZ) for i ̂  j, i.e. dim M01 = 1 or 0. The last condition implies
that v is unique, because G01 = M01 or 0. Let ui be a generator of G0* for
1 ^ z <, /A, where we assume a» < Oj for i < j and 8(1 ,̂̂ 4-1-1) = c^""2.
Put

Vi = Ui + ̂  Ca,-l,a.^ = ^1 4- ̂  C^a<^ = l;(lA,),

J , J

where Cji = 0 if aj <: 0.14-1, and i;» = Ui if a^ ^ 1. Therefore we get

(4.1.9) pr (tvi) = ̂ {aj - Q;» - l)c^pr (vy).
j

On the other hand, /3j = aj; — 1 iff c^ := (a^ — 0.1 — l)cji ^ 0 for
some i, where /^s are uniquely indexed by the condition /3j = Oj(mod Z).

Since u^s are orthogonal with respect to the duality, i.e. S(u^Uj) ̂  0 iff
i + j = fi + 1, we have the same for v^s, and we get by (4.1.4) :
(4.1.10)

f3j = a^ - 1 iff ^+1-^+1^ ^ 0 for some z, i.e. pr(^-n-^) ^ Ker /.

This is equivalent to the assertion in the introduction in this case. In

general, Ao(= (?ji) in this case) is symmetric with respect to the duality
S (i.e. 'Zji == ?^+i-i^+i-j in this case), because S induces Grothendieck's

residue pairing on flf = Gr^M by (2.7.10), cf. [0][Sk].
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4.2. b-function and ^.-constant deformation. — Let {fy }t'^T be a ^A-
constant deformation of a holomorphic function with isolated singularity,
and (M, F) the associated Gauss-Manin system on S x T, where S and
T are as in 2.9. Then the condition in 2.9 : M is trivial along T, is
satisfied, i.e. the Gauss-Manin systems for ff are canonically identified
by the parallel translation in 2.9 and the Brieskom lattices Afo(^) vary
holomorphically. Let U be an opposite filtration for /o- Then it remains to
be an opposite filtration for t' € T sufficiently near 0 by the above triviality,
because (2.9.1) is satisfied (cf. 2.10). We can also check that Ga and c/sa
vary holomorphically with respect to t\ In particular we get a holomorphic
stratification of T (by restricting T if necessary) such that the fc-function

and /3j's are constant on each stratum, because these invariants are

determined by the rank of the morphisms of vector spaces V^ N^9^~JC0^j^a

in (4.1.1) which depend on the parameter holomorphically. Using a
desingularization we get a similar statification of the /^-constant stratum of
the versal deformation by decreasing induction on the dimension of strata,
because these invariants are constant on a Zariski open subset. If the
/^-constant stratum is irreductible, the fr-function on its open stratum is
called the fr-function of the generic /A-constant deformation of / : = /o-
Note that on the open stratum dim M^ and dim MQ/MQ become maximal.
We shall determine later the fr-function of generic /^-constant deformation
of a quasi-homogeneous polynomial of two variables. First we shall review
the case of quasi-homogeneous polynomial, and show how to calculate 6-
function, etc. of its /^-constant deformation.

Let / be a quasi-homogeneous polynomial of n + 1 variables with
weight (wo,... ,Wn), i.e. f is a linear combination of monomials xv for

v € N714'1 such that V^Wi^i = 1, where w[s are rational numbers. We
i

assume / has an isolate singularity at 0. For g(x)dx € MQ such that g(x)

is a monomial x^~1 = TT^1"1 we have by Brieskorn (cf. also (4.2.4)) :

(4.2.1) (Qtt-Y.w^ ( Qtt - ̂  Wii/i) g{x)dx =0 in M,

i.e. g(x}dx € M0^ with a{y) = ̂ w^. Let gi(x)(\ <. i < p.) be
i

monomials such that {gi(x)dx} is a C-basis of Sly. Then {gi(x)dx} is a
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basis of MQ over C{{^-1}} and over C{t}. In particular we get

(4.2.2) ^T^ = J](r^ - r)(i - r^)-1
1 j

using the morphism Of : C7^1 -^ C^, as is well-known. By [V4]
the /^-constant stratum is smooth, and any (sufficiently small) /A-constant
deformation is given by

(4.2.3) / '=/+ ^ t'^(x),

"i^Ql+1

where a, = a(^) for ^(rc) = a;^-1 and ai = ^w,, i.e. g^x) = 1.

From now on we assume t\ = 0 for c^ = ai + 1 by replacing / by

/ + Y, t'i9i{xY For y e N^^ put ^(resp.z;^) = x^dx in M the
a,=ai+l

Gauss-Manin system for /(resp./') for v e Z^1, where 1 = (1,..., 1) 6
N714'1. Here we identify the two Gauss-Manin systems for / and /' by the
parallel translation in 2.9, and u" also denotes its parallel translate. Then

we have u^v^ e V^M and G^v^ = ̂  in M^\ because f = f
modulo V^x, cf. [S7]. To calculate c^ (hence ft\s and b(s)) for /',
it is enough to express v^s by a linear combination of (9^^'s modulo

y^M. Here the monodromy is semi-simple (i.e. N = 0) and the choice of
g i ' s gives the section z; such that G01 in 3.4-6 is generated by Gi^(gi(x)dx)
with ai = a. We first check

(4.2.4) a^Q^v^^WiX^Qf/Qx^x^dx

= (/ + ̂ (^ ~ a^g^x^dx,

i.e. (9^ - a(z/))^= ̂  ̂ (1 + ai - a,)^,^)^-1^)

in M. Therefore v^-u^ is determined by c^z;^ such that a(i/) > a(^)+l,

and we can calculate QP^ modulo V^M by induction on a(i/) - j. (For

the determination of c/?a, we have to repeat the argument in the proof of
3.4.)

JFrom now on (in 4.2) we assume n = 1. Then we have M^ D G^

and Mo" = Ga@M^9tGa+\Q < a < 1) and M° (otherwise), cf. 4.1 for
the notation. The claim is that for // a generic ^-constant deformation of
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a quasi-homogeneous polynomial / and for a < 1, we have

(4.2.5) dim M^ H QtG^ = min (dim ^+1, ̂  dim f^),
(3<a

where G0 = ^^(= M^) by 3.4-6. As a corollary we get

(4.2.6) (s 4-l)""1^) is the product of (s + a) such that a = 0:1 — 1 with

0:2 > ai + 1 or a = at with #{j : a; < 0.1 - 1} < #{j : o^ = aj,

where b{s) is the fr-function of generic deformation of /, and OL\ ,..., a?, are

the exponents of / such that 0:1 is the minimal one. (Here (s + l)"1^)

is reduced, because N = 0.)

For the proof of (4.2.5) we need some construction. By the condition

of isolated singularity, / must contain a monomial x^ or x^y^ and y71 or

xy71. Therefore the weight of/is either (m~1, n~1), (m~1, (m-^m'^n"1)

or ((n-l)(mn-l)-"1, (m-l)(mn-l)-1), i.e. / contains xm-{-yn,xm+xyn

and x'm'y -+- xy71 respectively. In these three cases, we define F C C[a;,y] to

be the subspace generated by xiy3 such that 0 < i < m - 2 , 0 < j < n - 2 ;
0<i<m-l,0<j <n -2o r ( z , j ) = (0,n-l) ; O ^ z <m-l , 0 < j <

n — 1 respectively. We denote by F0 the subspace of F generated by x^y:f

such that(z + l)wo + (j 4- l)^i = a. Then for / generic the natural map
r —> flf defined by g -^ gdx A dy is an isomorphism, and hence induces

^ ——> n^ (i.e. we have chosen <y/s).

We prove the assertion (4.2.5) in the case ̂  dim T0 < dim r04"1.
(3<a

The argument is same in the other case if we restrict to a good subspace

of (D/^ar^ whose dimension is same as r0"1"1. We take monomials /i-y for

0 < 7 <, a - ai such that /i^r0"7 C T^1 (in particular a(fa^) - ai =
a 4 - l - a + 7 = 7 + l > l ) a n d C/i^r""7 -^ F^1 is injective. Put

/' = / + V^ ^/i-7 for t^ € C generic.
0<7^Q—ai

Then it is enough to show the equality (4.2.5) for this /', because the

inequality < is clear and dim M^nQfG^1 is maximal on the open stratum.

Here we may assume that / is generic and the morphism r —> fly is

bijective. For g € r^(y8 < a), we have

{Qtt - f3){gdx A dy) = ^ -Q^t^gds A dy)
0<7<a—ai
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in M by (4.2.4), where the right hand side modulo V^M is independent
of t^ for 7 > a — /3 and 9t(h^gdx A dy) modulo V^M for 0 < 7 ̂  a - f3 is
independent of^-^. In fact with the notation of (4.2.4) we can check that
^ modulo V^M is independent of t^ for any a, 7, i/ such that a(y) +7 >

a by induction on a - a(i/), where the case a = a(i/), i.e. Gr^^t/" = i^
is independent of any ty, was shown before (4.2.4). Therefore by the

proof of 3.4, we get a decomposition Ca,a-^ = c'a,a-7 -\-c"a,a-^ such that
c'a^-7 depends at most on tg for 0 < 6 < 7 and c^a.a-^ ls identified with
t^ : r01^ ^ r04'1 by the isomorphism I^ = ̂  = G0 up to a non-zero
constant multiple. We choose iy inductively so that the composition

eca,a-7 '' e^yG^7 ̂  ̂ G04-1 = r04-1 —^ r^1/ e^>y ^r0-^
is injective. Then this completes the proof of (4.2.5).

Remark. — In the case a» ^ Oj(i ^ j), e.g. / = a^ + y6 with
(a,b) = 1, the assertions (and the proof of) (4.2.5) and (4.2.6) become
very simple (because dim StJ = 1 or 0), and they are proved by Cassou-

Nogues in the case / = X01 + yb with (a, b) = 1 using another method cf.
[CN1].

4.3. Primitive forms. With the notations and the assumptions of 2.5,

put (M, F) = ( / Cx\z^ F ] , i.e. (M, F) is the germ of the filtered micro-
\ J p / r y

local Gauss-Manin system associated to a deformation of a holomorphic
function with an isolated singularity. First we assume Y = <?, i.e. the
base space is one dimensional. By 3.6 and 3.8, we have a basis {vj} of the
Brieskorn lattice F^nM over C{{c^"~1}} satisfying

(4.3.1) tv = AQV + Ai^"^,

where v = ^Vi,...,^) and Ao,Ai are p. x fi matrices. Here we may
assume furthermore that Ai is semi-simple, i.e.

(4.3.2) Ai is a diagonal matrix (aj),

by changing v/s. We can also show that {vj} is a basis over C{<}, because
Gr^Mo = V^Gr^M, cf. (3.4.3). By 3.10 we may assume furthermore :

(4.3.3) S(z;^)€(y1-

Here note that the eigenvalues QI, ... ,c^ of Ai coincide with the usual
exponents, i.e. #{% : Oi = a} = dim Gr^Qy.
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But in some cases, there exists a basis {vj} of MQ over C{{^~~1}} and
over C{(}, which satisfies (4.3.1-3), but whose eigenvalues a/s are different
from the usual exponents, cf. the example below.

Corresponding to a basis satisfying (4.3.1-3), we can show the
existence of a primitive form in the sense of K. Saito [Sk][0] using a result
of Malgrange.

We now assume that (M, F) is associated to a versal deformation, i.e.
dim Y = /A. Let (M(0), F) be its restriction to S x {0} C Y = S x T, i.e.
FpM(O) = Os <S>OY FpM. Let {^} be a basis of F-nM(O) over C{{9^}}

satisfying (4.3.1-3). According to Malgrange, the theorem (5.9) in [M3] is
true without the hypothesis on the monodromy (Z*), cf. [M4]. Therefore
a basis satisfying (4.3.1) is uniquely extended to a basis of F^nM over
R = Or{{9t~1}} (cf. (2.7.1)), denoted also by {uj, such that

t^v = Ao(t')v + Ai<9f1!;,
(4.3.4)

Q^QiV = Bi[t')v
where Ao(^),Bi(^) are p, x fi matrices whose coefficients are holomorphic
functions of t' such that Ao(0) = Ao (and Ai is same as in (4.3.1)). Here
t = ti is the coordinate of 5, t' = (^2,.. . , ̂ ) is the coordinate system of
T, and 9i = 9/9ti. Then we can easily check (4.3.3) for the extended v/s
using (4.3.3) for the restricted v/s and (4.3.4), (2.7.8-10). In fact we have

^S(z^) = -9,SC^b^v,) +Q,S(v^ b^vm)

W .. .<9^S(^,z;,))|^o € C^i]^-71 for i /^O,

where Bk(t1) = (b^), and the assertion follows from

S(F-nM,F-^M) C F-n-î  = fiaf71-1, cf. (2.7.10).

By (4.3.2) there exists some j such that pr (vj) generates Gr^M =

^"it/^/^ A n^/^)o over Ox,o. (By Nakayama's lemma it is enough to

check this condition for the restriction to t' = 0.) Then < = Q^VJ satisfies
the conditions of primitive form. In fact it remains to check the condition
on the Euler operator E, but this follows immediately from A^Vj = ajVj,
i.e. Vj is an eigenvector of Ai. We get EC, = oyC, i.e. Evj = (oy - 1)^,

because E is uniquely characterized by the conditions t\Q^ —E € ̂  Or^Qi
i>i

and E(F-nM) C F-nM (cf. [loc. cit]), and we use (4.3.4).
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4.4. Example. — / = x6 + y6, f = Xs + y6 + a:V.

Let M be the Gauss-Manin system of / and /', and u^yV^ as in

4.2. Then {^1/ : 0 < VQ,V\ < 6} is a basis of Mo for /, and a basis

{u^ : 0 < i/o, v\ < 6} of MQ for /' is given by

u^ for ^(1,1)

^(^^^D+a^^foraeC*.

But it is also possible that

^^i^ for 1/^(1,1), (5,5)

^(i,i) = 9^(U)

u'^^u^+aQtU^\

where we can also check S(^A/l/,^&'/A) € C<9^~2, i.e. the corresponding section

v satisfies (4.3.1-3). For the second basis the eigenvalues ofAi associated
to the corresponding section are

8/6,4/6, and (z + j)/6 for 0 < i j < 6,3 <, i -h j < 9,

where the minimal is 3/6 and its multiplicity is 2. In fact this is the case
where we choose an order >- of C in 3.9 such that 1/3 >- 2/3, and apply
the same argument.

4.5. Remark. — In 4.3 we used the condition (4.3.2) essentially for

the existence of an eigenvector generating Gr^M. If Ai is not semi-

simple, we have to prove something non-trivial:

(4.5.1)

the natural morphism Ker ((Ai)-u — id) -^ Qy 0 Ox,o/^x,o is nonzero,

where mx,o is the maximal ideal of Ox,o and we restrict to t1 = 0, i.e.

Gr^M = n/. This point is completely missing in the proof of (4.2) in

[Sk] (where the definition of good section is different from that in this

paper, i.e. K. Saito calls a section good, if its image is generated over

OT by a basis satisfying (4.3.3-4)). Probably there is a basis satisfying

(4.3.3-4) but Ai is not semi-simple, cf. the remark in 3.10 (and 3.6). I

don't know whether (4.5.1) is true in general. Here note also that in (4.4)

of [Sk], the matrix 5'(^,<?f1) is not uniquely determined by the condition

(4.4.3) in [loc. cit], because there still remains the ambiguity of M^(Or)-

In (4.3.4) (in this paper) the expansion of the action of 9i is given by only
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one term; a coordinate system satisfying V^ CQ^ = ^> Cvi should be

the flat coordinate in the sense of K. Saito [loc. cit].

As is shown by the above example 4.4, there is a primitive form in the

sense of [loc. cit] whose exponents (i.e. the eigenvalues ofAi) are different

from the usual exponents, and such that the eigenvalue aj of the generating

vector in 4.2 cannot be the minimal eigenvalue and the multiplicity of the

minimal is not one. For the primitive form corresponding to good sections

in 3.6 and 3.10, its exponents are the usual ones and aj in 4.2 is the minimal

with multiplicity one. This shows that we cannot control everything by

using only the higher residue pairing, and we have to add some axiom to

the condition for primitive form, but it is rather difficult to find a good

one which can be effectively combined with the other conditions. In fact

the condition on the filtration V is restricted only to t' = 0, and it is not

easy to use this condition on the base space of the versal deformation.

Originally the definition of primitive form was obtained to axiomize

the arguments used in the case of rational double and simple elliptic

singularity. But in those cases there was another important ingredient: the

existence of weight or degree on the variables (i.e. the C*-action on the base

space), and the non-negativity of the degree (with the stability of quasi-

homogeneity by ^-constant deformation) was crucial in the argument (for

example, the natural simultaneous compactification of fibers was used).

I don't know whether the second ingredient can be generalized or well

replaced. It might be clever to restrict to the case of quasi-homogeneous

polynomial to avoid the above pathology. But the problem is still difficult

even in the case of 14 exceptional singularity (e.g. / = x7 4- y3 + z2) where

we cannot compactify all the fibers simultaneously in the natural way (i.e.

have to restrict to the non-negative degree part of the base space.)

Note also that the definition of primitive form was Joca2(i.e. as a

germ), because the base space of the versal deformation is defined only

as a germ. But I don't know whether we can expect a good theory of

period mapping of (a partial compactification of) the complement of the

discriminant of the base space (as a germ). It is rather interesting whether

the primitive form can be extended globally on the base space in the case

of quasi-homogeneous polynomial (especially, the 14 exceptional singu-

larities). As to the naturality of the period mapping associated to the

primitive form, we'll have to find a more intrinsic definition of M^f^
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(e.g. for which primitive form (the monodromy group of) SoUA^^) is

naturally defined over Q or R).
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